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If 2020 proved anything, access is not equal for all. This is also true in terms of access to 

online content for the visually impaired.  

 

The World Wide Web Consortium w3c.org has been addressing accessibility for a long 

time. The W3C's Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) publishes the Web Content Accessibility 

Guidelines (WCAG) at https://www.w3.org/WAI/.  Key objectives of WCAG are to make 

sure web content is both visually readable and text-to-speech (TTS) readable. 

 

When CyberTools first looked at WCAG, the guidelines recommended using the WAVE Web 

Accessibility Evaluation Tool from https://wave.webaim.org/ at Utah State University. 

Since then, many more recommendations have been made and are currently listed at 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/ER/tools/. CyberTools continues to use WAVE because of W3C's 

early endorsement. WAVE identifies access issues using WCAG criteria. This document 

describes WAVE's analysis of the CyberTools Public Search Catalog app. 

 

Before we review the Search Catalog analysis in WAVE, let's look at Google.com. Why look 

at Google? Early in CyberTools public search catalog development, a library director wisely 

suggested: "Make it like Google." We did, and, surprisingly, we did better in regards to 

accessibility. 

 

  

https://www.w3.org/WAI/
https://wave.webaim.org/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/ER/tools/
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Here's the Google homepage on 2020-12-28: 

 

 

 

Now here’s the same page analyzed by WAVE: 

 

 

WAVE reports 2 fatal Errors, 5 Alerts, and 8 Contrast Errors.  
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Here is a Google search results page when searching on WCAG:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Google search results page analyzed by WAVE: 

 
 

These results show one additional fatal Error, 7 Alerts, and 20 Contrast Errors.  
Together the two Google pages tally 3 fatal Errors, 12 Alerts, and 28 Contrast Errors.  
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Now let's compare Google’s results to the CyberTools Public Search Catalog.  
 
First the Main page: 

 

 

Analyzed by WAVE: 

 

"Congratulations! No errors were detected!"  Yay! 
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Search Results perform nearly as well: 

 

As analyzed by WAVE: 
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Just one Contrast Error is reported. That error is unusual because it is reporting the same 

blue as every hyperlink on the Main Search page and every hyperlink on the Search Results 

page, which are acceptable to WAVE, therefore we think this one Contrast Error is a false 

positive. If you choose, you can easily make the blue darker with your CyberTools OPAC 

Manager. 

Lastly, this is a CyberTools View Picks (a.k.a. Details) page: 

 

How WAVE sees it:

 

No errors, and only one Alert here. 
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In summary, the CyberTools Public Search Catalog three pages have no fatal errors, one 

Alert, and one Contrast Error. Compare this to Google's two pages of 3 fatal Errors, 12 

Alerts, and 28 Contrast Errors. CyberTools will continue to improve accessibility - both as 

measured by this tool and by the critical feedback of our visually impaired user community.  

Meanwhile, we were curious about other prominent library website homepages. Here are 

the results:    

 

Home Page WAVE Accessibility Test Results  
12/28/20 

Fatal 
Errors 

Alerts Contrast 
Errors 

NLM LocatorPlus 
https://locatorplus.gov/cgi-
bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First 

8 14 0 

PubMed 
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ 

1 7 6 

Library of Congress Catalog 
https://catalog.loc.gov/ 

0 1 0 

WorldCat® 
https://www.worldcat.org/ 

17 118 18 

Web Accessibility Initiative - W3C WAI 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/   

2 3 0 

Google 
https://www.google.com/ 

2 5 8 

CyberTools Public Search Catalog 
 

0 0 0 

 

In order to improve our accessibility, we implemented a new option in Staff Functions  
(3-8)-> Properties->OPAC Manager-> Search Catalog Properties-> Strict WCAG. Here is the 
Strict WCAG's documentation: 
 

The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, WCAG, are specifications for 
building web application for vision impaired individuals. WCAG overlaps with 
ADA, ARIA, and Bobby 508. CyberTools embraces WCAG and uses the WCAG  
recommended WAVE tool to test the CyberTools Public Search Catalog for 
compliance. WCAG recommends that each page has an HTML header label (i.e., 
<h1>) near the top of the page. CyberTools feels this is unnecessary for the 
following pages: 
 
    - Main Search 
    - Search Results  
    - View Picks (a.k.a. Details) 
 

  

https://locatorplus.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
https://locatorplus.gov/cgi-bin/Pwebrecon.cgi?DB=local&PAGE=First
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Unnecessary because the pages are clear without a header label for non-vision 
impaired patrons. The header consumes valuable page space that can better be 
used for data, particularly for clinicians and scientists who are probably not 
visually impaired. Moreover, given smartphones are the most common devices 
used, space is a major consideration. When the headers are skipped, WAVE 
flags an alert, but not an error. Nevertheless, if the library serves vision 
impaired patrons or desires the maximum WCAG compliance, then select 
STRICT WCAG. 
 

CyberTools has partnered with our community of information professionals who wish to 

serve visually impaired users since 2000. Our original HTML Public Search Catalog was 

Bobby 508 compliant in 2000. That said, we know that this important work is an ongoing 

matter. 

Please let the CyberTools team know of your suggestions to enhance our software in any 

manner for you or your patrons. Thank you. 


